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Standard Hook-Lift Sub-Frames Now Available
We are excited to announce the offering of standard “hook-lift” sub-frames for select FINN HydroSeeder® models.
These new sub-frames can be ordered as a turnkey hook-lift system with the T60S, T75S, T90S and T120S models.
They have been engineered to seamlessly integrate to the Switch N Go® brand of all-electric or hydraulic hook-lift
systems, which are available for both domestic and import Class 5, 6 or 7 truck chassis. The sub-frame models
that are available include:





11.5 ft. sub-frame for T60S units with serial number of MN or newer
11.5 ft. sub-frame for T90S units with serial number of ML or newer
14.25 ft. sub-frame for T75S units with serial number of MN or newer
14.25 ft. sub-frame for T120S units with serial number of ML or newer

Both sub-frame models are directly bolted to the hydroseeder, eliminating the need for costly custom fabrication
work normally required during the mounting process. In addition, these units include adjustable front stand legs
and large solid rear roller legs that make the loading and unloading process simple and convenient.
If the sub-frame is ordered at the same time as the hydroseeder, the unit can be mounted at the factory and
shipped as one complete assembly to your location or shipped “loose” with your order. For any customers that
wish to upgrade an existing unit, the new sub-frame can be ordered separately and can be field-mounted, as well.
Please note that the “truck side” of the hook-lift system is not available from FINN and must be installed by a
certified Switch N Go® Dealer. For help finding a certified Switch N Go® dealer near you, please locate through:
https://switchngo.com/dealer-locator/
Detailed pricing for each sub-frame option has been added to the 2020 Equipment Price Pages and can be found
on the dealer portal. With this bulletin, please find an attached sell sheet with product specifications for these
new sub-frames.
Please call should you have any questions.
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